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LAW OFFICES 

Allen Matkins Leck Gamble 
Mallory & Natsis LLP 

THOMAS C. HEBRANK 
Receiver  
401 West A Street, Suite 1830 
San Diego, California 92101 
Phone:  (619) 567-7223 
Fax:  (619) 567-7191 
E-Mail:  thebrank@ethreeadvisors.com 
 
 
 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

 

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE 
COMMISSION, 
 

Plaintiff, 
 

v. 
 
LOUIS V. SCHOOLER and FIRST 
FINANCIAL PLANNING 
CORPORATION d/b/a WESTERN 
FINANCIAL PLANNING 
CORPORATION, 
 

Defendants. 

 

Case No. 3:12-cv-02164-GPC-JMA
 
 
NINETEENTH INTERIM 
APPLICATION FOR APPROVAL 
AND PAYMENT OF FEES AND 
COSTS TO THOMAS C. HEBRANK, 
AS RECEIVER 
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Time: 1:30 p.m. 
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Thomas C. Hebrank ("Receiver"), the Court-appointed permanent receiver for 

First Financial Planning Corporation d/b/a Western Financial Planning Corporation 

("Western"), and its subsidiaries, including the general partnerships set up by 

Western (collectively, "Receivership Entities"), hereby submits this nineteenth 

interim application for payment of professional fees and reimbursement of costs for 

the time period January 1, 2017, through March 31, 2017 ("Application Period"). 

The Receiver incurred $92,067.75 in fees and $3,467.38 in costs for this 

Application Period and asks the Court to approve, on an interim basis, and authorize 

the payment of 80% of the fees incurred (consistent with prior fee application awards 

from the Court), or $73,654.20, and 100% of the costs incurred.  Detailed 

descriptions of services rendered are contained in Exhibit A attached hereto.  

Exhibit B is a chart reflecting the hours and fees billed to each category of services 

on a monthly basis during the Application Period.  Exhibit C is a summary of the 

out-of-pocket costs.  During the Application Period, the Receiver and his staff have 

spent 480.1 hours at an overall blended billing rate of $191.77 per hour.  The 

Receiver has discounted all fees by 10 percent from regular hourly billing rates.  The 

financial status of the receivership estate during the Eighteenth Application Period is 

reflected in the Receiver's Eighteenth Interim Report filed on February 7, 2017.  Dkt. 

No. 1441. 

I. FEE APPLICATION 

The Receiver's work during the Application Period falls into the following 

categories: 

A. General Receivership 

B. Asset Investigation & Recovery 

C. Reporting 

D. Operations & Asset Sales 

E. Claims & Distributions 

F. Legal Matters & Pending Litigation 
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A. General Receivership 

During the Application Period, the Receiver (a) handled general administrative 

matters, including reviewing mail, emails and other correspondence directed to the 

Receivership Entities; (b) administered the bank accounts of the Receivership 

Entities; (c) reviewed and approved expenditures; (d) maintained and updated the 

Receiver's website with case information and a large number of documents and 

filings; and (e) responded to investor inquiries. 

Name Title Rate Hours Fees
T. Hebrank Receiver $247.50 23.6 $5,841.00 
TOTAL   23.6 $5,841.00 
Avg. Hourly Rate  $247.50   

B. Asset Investigation & Recovery 

None 

C. Reporting 

This category contains time spent by the Receiver appearing at Court hearings 

and preparing reports for the Court.  Specifically, during this period, the Receiver: 

(a) prepared the Receiver's Eighteenth Interim Report, which was filed on 

February 7, 2017; (b) worked on filings regarding the sale of properties for Honey 

Springs, Reno Partners, and Freetrade, and (c) responded to numerous filings made 

by Attorney Gary Aguirre. 

Name Title Rate Hours Fees
T. Hebrank Receiver $247.50 6.1 $1,509.75 
G. Rodriguez Mng. Dir. $180.00 2.0 $360.00 
TOTAL   8.1 $1,869.75 
Avg. Hourly Rate  $230.83   
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D. Operations & Asset Sales 

The Receiver's work in this category relates to (a) management and oversight 

of the General Partnerships' operations and real properties; (b) management and 

oversight of Western's operations; (c) performing accounting functions of the 

Receivership Entities; (d) management and oversight of tax reporting for all 

Receivership Entities; (e) management and oversight of GP operational billings, loan 

payments, and overall cash management; and (f) obtaining listing agreements, 

marketing of properties for sale with brokers, analysis relating to purchase offers 

received, conducting investor votes, negotiations and acceptance of purchase offers, 

and closing property sales. 

During the Application Period, the Receiver implemented monthly case update 

reports that are sent via email to all investors listing out major legal filings, property 

sales activity, court rulings, tax, and other information.  This was accomplished by 

working with a web designer/specialist and creating a MailChimp email list and 

content, which also allows investors to opt out, update contact information, etc. 

The Receiver has also spent a large amount of time during the Application 

Period on tax returns and investor K-1 forms.  This year the IRS changed the 

reporting requirements to March 15 for sending out K-1s, which accelerated the 

process.  As in prior years, many K-1 forms are not received by investors, which 

requires follow up and providing missing K-1s to investors.  During the Application 

Period, the Receiver has also begun the process of thoroughly investigating the tax 

treatment and ramifications to investors to comply with the Court’s approval of the 

pooling of receivership assets for eventual “one pot” distributions. 

Finally, the Receiver has spent considerable time in listing and responding to 

sales activity on the various properties.  The Receiver has filed motions to sell 

several properties (Honey Springs, Reno Partners, and Freetrade), and has been 

negotiating extensively on several others, most notably the LV Kade property, which 

is now under contract after complicated negotiations with two potential buyers.  
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Issues involving the ultimate closing of sales with both title companies and 

underwriters, due to the now dismissed appeals filed by the investor groups 

represented by Gary Aguirre have also been very time consuming. 

Name Title Rate Hours Fees
T. Hebrank Receiver $247.50 48.1 $11,904.75 
G. Rodriguez Mng. Dir. $180.00 325.3 $58,554.00 
A. Herren Director $180.00 67.3 $12,114.00 
TOTAL   440.7 $82,572.75 
Avg. Hourly Rate  $187.37   

E. Claims & Distributions 

None 

F. Legal Matters & Pending Litigation 

This category contains time spent by the Receiver responding to the numerous 

filings by attorney Gary Aguirre.  During the Application Period, the Receiver 

worked on and responded to filings regarding his urgent motions for stay pending 

appeal with both this Court as well as the Ninth Circuit, and his amended notices of 

appeal. 

Name Title Rate Hours Fees
T. Hebrank Receiver $247.50 5.9 $1,460.25 
G. Rodriguez Mng. Dir. $180.00 1.8 $324.00 
TOTAL   7.7 $1,784.25 
Avg. Hourly Rate  $231.72   

G. Costs 

The Receiver requests the Court approve $3,467.38 in costs.  A detailed listing 

of each expense is summarized in Exhibit C.  The Receiver charges $.05 per page for 

copies and all other items are billed at actual cost.  Any travel reflects coach airfare 

and reasonable accommodations billed at cost. 

II. FEES AND COSTS INCURRED AND PAID TO DATE 

From inception of the receivership on September 6, 2012, through March 31, 

2017, the Receiver incurred fees and costs of $1,756,285.98, of which amount 
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$344,016.36 is subject to holdback pending approval of the Receiver's final fee 

application at the conclusion of the receivership, $72,606.99 in fees and costs is 

awaiting the Court's review and approval in the Receiver's Eighteenth Interim Fee 

Application, $77,121.58 in fees and costs is awaiting the Court's review and approval 

in the this Nineteenth Interim Fee Application, and $1,262,541.05 has been approved 

by the Court and paid.  During the same time period, Allen Matkins incurred fees and 

costs of $1,365,568.40, of which amount $282,993.89 is subject to holdback pending 

approval of the Allen Matkins' final fee application at the conclusion of the 

receivership, $85,785.41 in fees and costs is awaiting the Court's review and 

approval in Allen Matkins' Eighteenth Interim Fee Application; $81,429.01 in fees 

and costs is awaiting the Court's review and approval in Allen Matkins' Nineteenth 

Interim Fee Application, and $948,716.17 has been approved by the Court and paid 

to date.  Finally, during the same time period, tax accountant Duffy Kruspodin & 

Company, LLP ("Duffy") has incurred and been paid $500,689.82 for preparing tax 

returns for Western, GP, and other non-GP Receivership Entities, all of which has 

been paid to date, with no holdbacks. 

III. STANDARDIZED FUND ACCOUNTING REPORT 

Attached hereto as Exhibit D is a Standardized Fund Accounting Report 

covering the time period from January 1, 2017, through March 31, 2017, to coincide 

with the end of the Eighteenth Application Period. 

IV. THE REQUESTED FEES ARE REASONABLE 

AND SHOULD BE ALLOWED 

In its Order Granting in Part First Interim Fee Applications ("First Fee 

Application Order"), the Court analyzed the case law regarding approval of interim 

fee applications in regulatory receiverships and determined the following factors 

should be considered:  (1) the complexity of the receiver's tasks; (2) the fair value of 

the time, labor, and skill measured by conservative business standards; (3) the quality 

of work performed, including the results obtained and the benefit to the receivership 
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estate; (4) the burden the receivership estate may safely be able to bear; and (5) the 

Commission's opposition or acquiescence.  In its orders on the Receiver's prior fee 

applications, the Court has determined the Receiver's tasks in this case are 

significantly complex, the hourly rates charged represented the fair value of the time, 

labor, and skill required, and the Receiver's work has materially benefited the 

Receivership Entities. 

The Receiver believes this fee request is likewise fair and reasonable and the 

fees and costs incurred were necessary to the administration of the receivership 

estate.  The Receiver's request for compensation is based on his customary billing 

rates charged in similar matters, discounted by 10 percent.  The blended hourly rate 

for all services provided during the Application Period is $191.77.  The Receiver's 

billing rates are comparable or less than those charged in the community on similarly 

complex matters. 

A. Costs 

The Receiver also requests Court approval of $3,467.38 in costs.  A summary 

of costs is included as Exhibit C.  The Receiver charges $.05 per page for copies and 

all other items are billed at actual cost. 

B. Receivership Estate's Ability to Bear Burden of Fees 

Pursuant to the Court's May 25, 2016 Order (Dkt. No. 1304), the assets of the 

Receivership Entities (Western and the GPs) have been pooled, creating a common 

pool of receivership estate cash from which mortgages, property taxes, and other 

operating expenses have been and will continue to be paid.  The cash balance will 

grow as properties are sold through the Court-approved Modified Orderly Sale 

Process (Dkt. Nos. 1309, 1359), including the Jamul Valley property, Reno Vista and 

Reno View properties, and the Western land (Silver Springs), all of which sales have 

been approved.  Dkt. Nos. 1360-1362.  Therefore, the receivership estate has the 

ability to pay the fees and costs requested herein. 
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SEC ·Western Financial 
January 2017 

Billing Category Allocation 

Date Description of Services Hours Personnel Per Hour Total Fee A B c D E F 

11212017 
Assisted various investors with customer service requests and 
Questions on investment status. (2) 2.0 Rodriauez, G. $ 180.00 $ 360,00 2.0 

1/3/2017 
Investor correspondence. Discuss abandonment of IRA investments. 
Update on property activity and issues. Sign updated listing agreement. 

1.0 Hebrank, T . $ 247.50 $ 247.50 0.2 0.8 
R€COfded and processed Nevada Energy payments for Reno, NV 
properties. Conferred with partner re IRA account and investment; 

113/2017 corresponded with G. Rodriguez re same. Downloaded and archived 
annual LLC filing confirmations for Santa Fe Venture and Fernley LLCs. 

1.4 Herren A. $ 180.00 $ 252.00 1.4 
Reviewed revised escrow instructions and coordinated for execution of 
the same. (0.4) Corresponded with prior insurance broker re notice of 

1/3/2017 cancellation. (0. 1) Organized and filed various GP end of year 
documents and updated files accordingly. (1.4) Corresponded and 
conferred with various investors re IRA changes and other customer 
service reouests. {4l 5.9 Rodriauez, G. $ 180.00 $ 1,062.00 5.9 

1/4/2017 Update call with Atty Fates. Discuss response to Atty Aquirre. 0.5 Hebrank T. $ 247.50 $ 123.75 0.5 
Downloaded and archived monthly bank statements. Reconciled bank 
accounts in QuickBooks. Updated receipts and distributions 
spreadsheet. Copy 2016 bank statements to provide access for Duffy 

1/4/2017 LLP for K-1 processing. Corresponded with Banner Bank representative 
re resolution for double processing of checks; researched same; 
corresponded with G. Rodriguez re same. Provided copy of QuickBooks 
to Duffv LLP for K-1 orocessina. 2.8 Herren, A. $ 180.00 $ 504.00 2.8 
Reviewed additional information provided by broker for Tecate 
properties re easements and colored topographic maps. (0.3) 
Corresponded with vendor re trash abatement ordered by the City of 

1/4/2017 North Las Vegas. (0.2) Corresponded and conferred with Lansing re 
offers submitted and planned responses. (0.2) Site visit with broker of 
Tecate property to review boundary lines for each and to discuss pricing 
of the same. C4l 4.7 Rodriquez, G. s 180.00 $ 846.00 4.7 

1/5/201 7 
Investor correspondence. Review fil ings and update website. Update 
on orooertv sales with G Rodriauez 1.1 Hebrank T. $ 247.50 $ 272.25 0.6 0.5 
Reviewed potential offer for Yuma properties and corresponded and 
conferred with broker re-same attorney Fates re same. (0.3) Reviewed 
estimated closing statement for Honey Springs Property. (0.2) 

115/2017 Reviewed t itle history of 17 parcels related to notioa of default received 
and conferred with Atty Fates re same. (2.4) Conferred and consulted 
with var ious investors re IRA Resources invoices and other customer 
service requests. (2.9) 5.8 Rodr iauez, G. $ 180.00 $ 1.044.00 5.8 

1/6/2017 Investor correspondence. Review recent filings. Update on property 
sates and listina activitv. 0.5 Hebrank, T. $ 247.50 $ 123.75 0.3 0.2 
Continued efforts towards sale of various GP properties, including 
discussion with Lansing re counter LO ls and potential terms for the 
same. (0.2) Corresponded with F . Amavisca re-trustee notice received 
on Yuma properties and requested additional information re-loan relief 

1/612017 (0.3) Corresponded with broker for LV Kade property re-Clark county 
easement notice. (0.3) Conferred and corresponded with various 
investors re customer service reques ts, including updated IRA 
valuations, assignment of interests and contact information updates. 
113.3) 4.1 Rodriguez G. $ 160.00 $ 738.00 4.1 
Reviewed correspondence re default on Sefzik loan and corresponded 

1/7/2017 with Atty Fates re same. (0.1) Corresponded (various) with F. Amavisca 
re settlement of Yuma II loans. (0.3) 0.4 Rodriguez G. $ 180.00 $ 72.00 0.4 

1/9/2017 Misc corresoondence. Review orooertv status items. 0.4 Hebrank, T. $ 247.50 $ 99.00 0.2 0.2 
Recorded and processed monthly loan payments for Washoe 5 and 

1/9/2017 SFV II; updated detailed spreadsheet re same. Recorded and 
I orocessed vendor invoices and oavments, 1.4 Herren, A. $ 180.00 $ 252.00 1.4 

Exhibit A, Page 10
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Conferred at length with broker re potential offers for Spanish Springs, 
Stead and Washoe V properties. (0.4) Continued efforts towards the 
sale of LV Kade property including review of sample LOI and made 
revisions to same. (1 .6) Continued efforts towards the sale of the Las 
Vegas properties, including review of various vendor proposals 

1/912017 approved by the Court, followed up with each of those vendors and 
corresponded with broker re details of the property marketing materials. 
(2) Corresponded further with Atty Fates re receipt of default on note. 
(0.2) Conferred and corresponded w ith investors re IRA Resources 
valuations and other customer service requests. (0. 7) 

4.9 Rodriauez G. $ 180.00 $ 882.00 4.9 
Sign checks. Execute listing extensions. Investor communications. 

1/10/2017 Review filings and update website. Discuss future investor 
communications. 1.2 Hebrank T. $ 247.50 $ 297.00 0.8 0.4 
Downloaded and archived bank statements. Reconciled bank accounts 

1/1012017 
In QuickBooks. Updated monthly receipts and disbursements 
spreadsheet. Recorded and processed vendor invoices. 

2.3 Herren, A. $ 180.00 $ 414.00 2.3 
Continued efforts towards the sale of the Honey Springs property, 
including review of contingency release, discussion with Atty Fates re 
same and preparations for notices per the Orderly Sale Process. (0.6) 
Corresponded with F. Amavisca re Notice of Trustee sale received and 
conferred with Atty Fates re same. (0.6)Continued efforts towards the 
cleanup of the Production Partners land, including discussion with 
vendor re clean up, and review of photos of the clean-up. (0.2) 
Conferred with Atty Fates re sate of Reno View and Reno Vista, 

1/10/2017 including discussion of quiet t itle action. (0.3) Corresponded with F. 
Amavisca re settlement of the Yuma 3 remaining loans. (0.1) Continued 
efforts towards the sale of the Las Vegas properties, including further 
revisions of the proposed LOI, discussions with vendors re updated 
agreements. (0.3) Conferred and corresponded with investors re 
assistance with various customer service matters, including discussion 
of timing for distribution, assistance with IRA Administrator questions 
and other matters. (3.4) Reviewed and organized valuation notices for 
12 partnerships. (0.4) 

5.9 Rodriauez, G. $ 180.00 $ 1 062.00 5.9 

1/11/2017 
Recorded in QuickBooks the bank account deposit for WFPC property 
sale. 0.4 Herren A. $ 180.00 $ 72.00 0.4 
Continued efforts towards the sale of the Honey Springs property, 
including correspondence with Atty Fates re Honey Springs property 
purchase agreement and correspondence with the San Diego Union 
Tribune to place a legal ad re overbidding. (0.2) Conferred and 
corresponded with investors re questions on IRAs and case status 
updates. (2) Corresponded with Atty Fates re efforts to remove 

1/11/2017 Schooler lien from Reno View & Vista property and provided requested 
documents. (0.5) Reviewed and revised template LOI to respond to 
various offers received and corresponded with Atty Fates and T. 
Hebrank re same. (2.6) Continued efforts towards the resolution of the 
potential easement on the LV Kade property, including correspondence 
with the City of North Las Vegas and discussions with Atty Fates re 
same. I0.31 5.6 Rodriauez, G. $ 180.00 $ 1,008.00 5.6 

1/12/2017 Misc corresoondence. Review prooertv status items. 0.3 Hebrank, T. $ 247.50 $ 74.25 0.1 0.2 
Corresponded with Lansing re offers received. (0.2) Continued efforts 
towards the revisions on the LOI template agreement. (0.6) Contined 
efforts towards the sale of the Honey Springs property, including 
discussion with broker re timing of Court approval, discussions with Atty 
Fates re Motion for sale and further discussions with broker re buyer's 

1/12/2017 missing initials . (0.2) Conferred with Atty Fates re Tower 98 loan. (0.1) 
Updated schedule of property transactions to include most recent status 
of each property and followed up with various broker re details of the 
same. ( 1. 7) Conferred and corresponded with various investors re IRA 
valuations and general status update. (2.4) 

5.2 Rodriauez, G. $ 180.00 $ 936.00 5.2 

1/1312017 
Review Atty Aguirre filing. Review open order schedule. Updates with 
Attv Fates. 0.8 Hebrank, T . $ 247.50 $ 198.00 0.3 0.5 

1/1 3/2017 
Corresponded with G. Rodriguez re property tax payment status; 
researched same. 0.4 Herren A. $ 180.00 $ 72.00 0.4 
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Conferred with investors re questions on IRA Resources invoices. (0.3) 
Updated analysis of current offers and corresponded with T. Hebrank 
and Atty Fates re same. (2.1) Reviewed approved GP operational 

1/13/2017 
payments. (0.1) Continued efforts towards the sale of Honey Springs 
property, including discussions with Atty Fates re investor feedback on 
Honey Springs Partners sale and provided relevant statistics on the 
notification, and review and revision of the draft motion for the same. 
111.6\ 4.1 Rodriauez, G. $ 180.00 $ 738.00 4.1 
Reviewed updated Reno View and Reno Vista disclosures. (0.2) 

1/16/2017 
Continued efforts towards the sale of various GP properties including 
various correspondence and discussion with respective brokers and 
ootential buvers of the or~rties. 12.1 \ 2.3 Rodriauez, G. $ 180.00 $ 414.00 2.3 

1/17/2017 
Review and comment on open offers list. Review and sign off on Honey 
Sprinas sales motion. 0.7 Hebrank, T . $ 247.50 $ 173.25 0.7 
Reviewed note statement for SFV II LLC; forwarded same to G. 

1117/2017 
Rodriguez. Conferred with Nationwide re insurance policy cancellations 
for Silver State Partners: corresponded with G. Rodriguez re same. 

0.8 Herren, A. s 180.00 $ 144.00 0.8 
Updated LOI for various (six) Lansing and Teton Development Corp 
offers. (4. 7) Corresponded with broker for Reno View and Vista re 

1/17/2017 changes to list ing agreement. (0.2) Conferred and corresponded with 
investors re IRA distributions, preparation of K-1 s and other matters. 
0.5\ 5.4 Rodriauez G. $ 180.00 $ 972.00 5.4 

Sign A/P checks and listing agreements. Discuss tax preparation 
1/18/2017 process and issues. Discuss issues re: property values and tax 

reassessments. 1.1 Hebrank, T. s 247.50 $ 272.25 0.3 0.8 
Recorded and processed loan payoffs for Yuma 3 properties updated 
detailed spreadsheet re same. Recorded and processed vendor 
invoices and payments. Recorded and processed payments for annual 
LLC filings for Real Asset Locators, P-51 and F-86. Recorded and 

1/18/2017 
processed property taxes for San Diego County. Prepared transmittal to 
Evergreen Note Servicing for note payoff distribution; distributed same. 
Recorded and processed vendor invoices. Corresponded with 
Evergreen Note Servicing regarding payoff amounts for Yuma 3 loans: 
reviewed same; forwarded same to G. Rodriguez. 

4.2 Herren, A. $ 180.00 $ 756.00 4.2 
Conferred and corresponded with investors re status of K-1 s, and 
changes to IRA valuations. (1 .2) Continued efforts towards the sale of 
the Las Vegas properties, Including discussions wilh broker re 
preliminary title reports and discussion with vendor re due diligence 
reports. (0.2) Continued efforts towards the sale of the Yuma 
properties, including further discussions with lender re payoff of Yuma 3 
loans and discussions with broker re potential tax appeal. (0. 7) 

111812017 Continued efforts towards the sale of Tecate properties, including 
discussion with broker re likely offer on Freetrade Property, reviewed 
pre liminary title report for same and researched company files to 
attempt to locate reconveyance of deed of trust. (2.1) Reviewed Atty 
Aguirre motion re expedited appeal. (0.5) Continued efforts towards the 
sale of various GP properties, including finalizing and sending various 
LO ls and corresponded with respective brokers re same. (1.1) 

5.8 Rodriauez, G. $ 180.00 s 1,044.00 5.8 
Sign A/P check runs. Investor correspondence. Review and discuss 

1/19/2017 
Atty Aguirre letter. Review filings and post to website. Discuss year 
end tax reporting. Review and discuss Atty Aguirre reply brief. Update 
on Freetrade. Corresoondence on easements. 2.6 Hebrank, T. $ 247.50 $ 643.50 1.0 0 .9 0.7 
Recorded and processed property taxes for Yuma County; updated 

1/19/2017 tracking spreadsheet re same. Recorded and processed vendor 
invoices and n.:.uments. 2.6 Herren, A. $ 180.00 $ 468.00 2.6 
Prepared analysis of offer on Freetrade and conferred with T . Hebrank 
re same. (1.8) Continued discussions with US Army Corps re Tecate 
easements, including providing photos of same. (0.5) Conferred with 
Atty Fates re Washoe I probate case. (0.3) Reviewed and approved GP 
operational and administrative expenses. (0.2) Conferred with Stewart 
Title re Notice a Trustee sale received for Mohawk Triple M 

1/19/2017 Investments. (0.2) Conferred and corresponded with investors re case 
status and IRA rwestment. (0.6 ) Corresponded with CPA re preparation 
for the K-1 sand provided additional documents re same. (0.2) 
Continued efforts towards the sale of LV Kade property, including review 
of preliminary t iUe report and correspondence with AL TA survey vendor 
re same. (0.3) 

4.1 Rodrinuez, G. $ 180.00 $ 738.00 4.1 
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1/20/2017 Investor correspondence. Review and approve correspondence on 
offers. 0.6 Hebrank, T. $ 247.50 $ 148.50 0.2 0.4 
Coordinated listing on Union Tribune for Honey Springs Property. (1 . 7) 
Conferred and corresponded with investors re status of the case and 

1120/2017 
questions re IRA Resources. (0.5) Prepared notice for offer on 
Freetrade property, including research into County General plen to 
provide context and corresponded with Atty Fates and T. Hebrank re 
same. (3.5) 5.7 Rodriauez, G. $ 180.00 s 1,026.00 5.7 

1/2312017 
Investor correspondence. Review and execute property documents. 
Fallow uo on easement issues. 0.8 Hebrank, T. $ 247.50 $ 198.00 0.2 0.6 

1/23/2017 
Conferred with Yuma County re receipt and processing of tax payment. 

0.4 Herren, A. $ 180.00 $ 72.00 0.4 
Reviewed Schooler family opposition to probate court review. (0.2) 
Conferred at length with Lansing re LO ls received, made changes to 

1/23/2017 
same and provided updates ta T. Hebrank and Atty Fates. (1 .9) 
Corresponded with US Army Corps of Engineers re photos of Tecate 
properties and easements. (0.2) Conferred and corresponded w ith 
investors re K-1s and IRA account valuations. 11 .4) 3.7 Rodrinuez, G. $ 180.00 $ 666.00 3.7 

1/2412017 Review and discuss Lansing offers. Misc and investor correspondence. 
0.5 Hebrank, T . $ 247.50 $ 123.75 0.2 0 .3 

Corresponded with partner re status of K-1 statements. Followed up with 

1/2412017 
Allied/Nationwide Insurance re status of cancellation of Silver State 
Partners insurance policy; corresponded with G. Rodriguez re same. 

0.6 Herren, A. $ 180.00 $ 108.00 0.6 
Conferred with broker re offer for Stead property and researched 
requested information for due diligence. (1 .3) Met with CBRE to discuss 
marketing strategy and prospects for LV 1 & 2. (2) Reviewed 
topographical maps for LV Kade property. (0.2) Continued efforts 
towards the resolution of Yuma Ill loans including discussion with ALS 

1/2412017 re same. (0.2) Conferred with Atty Fates re various open matters. (0.5) 
Corresponded with escrow re status of Honey Springs sale. (0.2) 
Continued efforts towards the sale of the Freetrade property, including 
various discussions with broker re counter offer and preparation of 
addendum for same. (1) Revised Reciever's Report with latest updates. 
111.4\ 6.8 Rodriauez G. $ 180.00 $ 1,224.00 1.4 5.4 
Review LinMar Il l Receivers Report. Review and execute sales 

112512017 agreements. Extended discussion on investor notifications and options 
for notifications. 1.4 Hebrank, T. $ 247.50 $ 346.50 1.4 
Corresponded with G. Rodriguez re status of insurance policy 

1/2512017 
cancellation reimbursements; conferred with Allied/Nationwide 
Insurance re same. Conferred with partner re contact information; 
uodated same. 0.8 Herren A. $ 180.00 $ 144.00 0.8 
Continued efforts towards the preparation of K-1s, including discussion 
with L. Benjamin re 1099s and discussion with property manager re 
same. (0.4) Corresponded (various) with Lansing re offers on various 
GP properties and revised respective LO ls. (0.4) Continued efforts 
towards the sale of the Free Trade property including further discussion 
with the broker re counter offer terms and conveyance of same 
documents. (0. 7) Corresponded with CSC re invoice for additional 

1/2512017 payroll taxes due for Glen Ivy. (0.2) Continued efforts towards the sale 
of the Las Vegas/CB RE properties including discussion with broker re 
template LOI and preparation of same document, and discussion with 
vendors re due diligence reports and review of the same. (1.2) 
Conferred with Atty Fates and T. Hebrank re K-1 process and Investor 
notifications. (1) Reviewed and approved GP invoices for due diligence 
work in the Las Vegas area. (0.3) Organized and updated GP files. (1) 

5.2 Rodriauez G. $ 180.00 $ 936.00 5.2 

112612017 
Misc communications. Discuss Schooler sibling deed issues. TIC with 
Atty Fates. Review filinQs and uodate website. 1.5 Hebrank, T. $ 247.50 $ 371 .25 0.6 0.9 

112612017 
Corresponded with G. Rodriguez re vendor W-9 forms; researched 
same. Corresoonded with vendors re W-9 forms. 0.6 Herren, A. $ 180.00 $ 108.00 0.6 
Conferred and corresponded with investors re changes to valuation 
forms and other pending matters. (1) Continued efforts towards the 
preparation of annual K-1 s, including detailed discussions with L. 
Benjamin re status updates and provided documents requested by 

1/2612017 same. (1.6) Continued efforts towards the sale of Las Vegas properties 
including discussions with broker re terms of provided LOI template. 
(0.4) Continued efforts towards sale of various GP properties, including 
discussions with Lansing re offers for properties, review of offers 
received, began preparations to open escrow on same and provided 
additional LO ls as reauested. (1 . 71 4.7 Rodriauez. G. $ 180.00 $ 846.00 4.7 
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1/27/2017 
Investor correspondence. Update on properties and sale activity. 
Review Court filino. 1.0 Hebrank, T. $ 247.50 $ 247.50 0.2 0.4 0.4 

1127/2017 
Corresponded with T . Hebrank and G. Rodriguez re receipts and 
distributions soreadsheet. 0.2 Herren, A. $ 180.00 $ 36.00 0.2 
Continued efforts towards the resolution of the Washoe 1 liens Including 
discussion with Atty Fates re-Lien status correspondence with Atty 
Damonte and review of correspondence. (0.2) Provided L. Benjamin 
with documents related to the preparation of 1099 forms. (0.2) 
Conferred with investor re-status of the case. (0.4) Continued efforts 
towards the creation of investor communication process including 

1/27/2017 detailed discussions with outside vendor for same. (1) Continue efforts 
towards the sale of the Stead 1 property including discussions with 
broker and review of due diligence materials in GP files and providing 
same to broker. (1) Provided additional revisions to Receiver's Report. 
(0.6) Continued efforts towards the sale of various GP properties, 
including discussion with relevant brokers and updating schedule of 

I nronertv status. (1. 7\ 5.1 Rodriouez, G. $ 180.00 $ 918.00 0.6 4.5 
Misc correspondence. Review Receiver's Report, and quarterly 

1130/2017 financial activity. Obtain financial statements and update quarterly 
activity reoort for SFAR oreoaration. Sian sales documents. 2.8 Hebrank, T. $ 247.50 $ 693.00 0.1 2.4 0.3 
Scanned and archived Yuma 3 Evergreen Loan annual statements. 

1/30/2017 Prepared receivership financial statements; forwarded same to T. 
Hebrank. 0.8 Herren, A. $ 180.00 $ 144.00 0.8 
Conferred with broker for Tecate properties re potential new offer on 
four parcels. (0.2) Reviewed Notice of Value statements for Yuma 
properties. (0.3) Continued efforts towards the sale of the LV Kade 
property, including discussions with broker re developing offers for the 
property. (0 .3) Reviewed Sefzik loan analysis and updated same. (1) 

1/30/2017 Corresponded with broker re Tecate Development Partnership lien on 
Freetrade property, discussed status of counter offer and discussed 
updated prelim for same. (0.4) Reviewed template PSA and provided 
comments to same in the context of LOls and corresponded with Atty 
Lorenzen re same. (1.8) Conferred and corresponded with various 
investors re customer service requests and updates on K-1 s. (0.6) 

4.6 Rodriouez, G. $ 180.00 $ 828.00 4 .6 
Attend Probate Court hearing re: old property deed removal. Investor 

1/31/2017 calls. Discuss year end tax and retirement plan investor issues. Draft 
notification to investors. 2.6 Hebrank, T. $ 247.50 $ 643.50 0.5 1.0 1.1 

1/31 /2017 
Corresponded with L. Benjamin from Duffy LLP re vendor tax 
information- researched same. 0.4 Herren, A. $ 180.00 $ 72.00 0.4 
Conferred with Atty Fates re various open matters including case update 
notice, status of Tierra Del Mar (Washoe I lien) litigation and investor 
communications. (0.3) Con(erred with broker re offer on Stead property. 
(0.2) Conferred with L. Benjamin re status of K-1 processing, status of 
1099s and questions on write off of GP Notes. (0.2) Conferred with 

1/31/2017 various investors re IRA valuations and questions on K-1 s (3.5) 
Reviewed updated preliminary title reports for Freetrade property and 
coordinated with escrow re potential removal of the same. (1.8) 
Reviewed offer on Washoe 1 parcel, examined t itle and conferred at 
length with broker re stalus of the other pending offers and transactions 
on Washoe 1 narcels. 11 .1 \ 7.1 Rodriouez. G. $ 180.00 $ 1,278.00 7.1 

Grand Total 150.6 $ 28,552.50 5.8 0.0 5.4 137.3 0.0 2.1 

2 1.4 Hebrank, T. $ 247.50 $ 5 296.50 $ 1,435.50 $ $ 841.50 $ 2,499.75 $ $ 519.75 
109.1 Rodriauez, G. $ 180.00 $ 19,638.00 $ $ - $ 360.00 $ 19,278.00 $ - $ 
20.1 Herren, A. $ 180.00 $ 3,61 8.00 $ s - $ - $ 3,618.00 $ - $ -
150.6 $ 28 552.50 $ 1,435.50 $ $ 1 201 .50 $ 25,395.75 $ - $ 519.75 
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SEC - Western Financial 
February 2017 

Billing Catego ry Allocation 

Date Description of Services Hours Personnel Per Hour Total Fee A B c D E F 

T/C's with Atty Fates and cont call with SEC re: recovery of Schooler 
2/1/2017 assets. Review and update draft for Investors on tax and retirement 

account issues. Review and comment on orooertv offers. 1.3 Hebrank, T. $ 247.50 $ 321 .75 0.5 0.8 
211/2017 Corresoonded with oartner re status of K-1 statements. 0.3 Herren, A. $ 180.00 $ 54.00 0.3 

Updated property status worksheet to Include new offers received and 
prepared memo re same to T Hebrank and Atty Fates. (0.8) 
Corresponded with title company re title report for Reno Partners 
Property. (0.1) Researched GP files for potential due diligence material 
requested by Lansing. (1.7) Reviewed petition for quiet t itle on Reno 
Vista property. (0.4) Conferred with CBRE re Las Vegas properties and 

2/1/2017 offers received and coordinated notice of same. (0.2) Conferred with 
broker re potential offer on Spanish Springs property. (0.2) Reviewed 
updated draft of Case Update and provided additional information re 
same. (0.2) Conferred and corresponded with various investors re 
valuation of IRA investments and changes to accounts and discussed 
IRA Resources fees with Atty Fates. (2.7) 

6.3 Rodriauez, G. $ 180.00 $ 1,134.00 6.3 
F inalize and provide update to website for tax and retirement accounts. 
Continued review of financials, and book/bank reconciliation. 
Discussion of Las Vegas property offers. Discuss other property sale 

2/2/2017 activity. Investor correspondence. Review and discuss order on Dyson 
withdrawal. Discussions, review and execute final petition for NV 
property. Review and approve investor notification of offers 
corresoondence. 3.1 Hebrank, T. $ 247.50 s 767.25 0.2 1.1 1.8 
Recorded and processed deposit for Yuma 3 loan payoff 
reimbursement. Downloaded and archived monthly bank statements 
Reconciled bank accounts in QuickBooks. Updated receipts and 
disbursements spreadsheet. Recorded and processed Nevada Energy 
payments for Reno, NV properties. Recorded and processed monthly 

2/212017 loan payment for Washoe 5 property. Recorded and processed vendor 
invoices and payments. Recorded and processed deposit for Silver 
Springs Partners insurance policy reimbursement. Revised quarterly 
financial statement and receipts and disbursements spreadsheet; 
forwarded same to T. Hebrank. Notarized documents for Reno Vista 
Partners. 

6.1 Herren A. $ 180.00 $ 1,096.00 6.1 
Continued efforts towards the sale of LV Kade property, including review 
of updated LOI, discussion with broker re recommendation and next 
steps and discussion with T. Hebrank re same. (0.6) Prepared notice 
for investors re offers received on two properties (Washoe 1 and Las 
Vegas 2). (1.7) Continued efforts towards the sale of the Tecate 

2/2/2017 property, including discussion with broker re questions on sale terms 
and open escrow for Freetrade property and discussion with Atty Fates 
re changes to the listing agreement. (0.2) Conferred with Lansing re 
potential offer for Stead 1 property. (0.2) Prepared documents for 
investors re annual interest payments on investments in preparation for 
tax filings (1.5) Conferred with various investors re IRA Resources 
valuations and fees. 12l 6 .2 Rodriauez, G. $ 160.00 $ 1,116.00 6.2 
Discussions with Atty Fates and SEC on Schooler asset collections. 

2/3/201 7 Investor correspondence. Correspondence with Tacata escrow agent. 
Uodate with G Rodriauez on oendina items. 1.3 Hebrank T. $ 247.50 $ 321 .75 0.2 0.3 0.6 
Recorded and processed payments for annual LLC filings for Clearwater 

2/312017 
Bridge and High Desert Partners. Scanned and archived Evergreen 
note statements; forwarded same to L. Benjamin from Duffy LLP for tax 

1orocessina 1.3 Herren A. $ 160.00 $ 234.00 1.3 
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Conferred with L. Benjamin at length re K-1 preparations and details of 

• accounting expenses. (0.4) Corresponded (various) with Colliers re 
offers received for LV Kade property and the prospective buyer's 
financial ability to close. (0.3) Reviewed correspondence from FTB and 

213/2017 
coordinated research into same fee. (0.1) Conferred with Atty Fates 
and T. Hebrank re open matters including recent communications with 
investors. (0. 7) Conferred with Atty Lorenzen re details of PSAs and 
LOls for Lansing offer. (0.2) Conferred and correspcnded with various 
investors re IRA valuations and other customer service related matters. 
il4.2\ 5.9 Rodriauez G. $ 180.00 $ 1,062.00 5.9 
Detailed discussion and review of offers, financials, ability to close on 
Las Vegas property sale. Discuss with Atty Fates and G Rodriguez. 

2/6/2017 Final review of Receivers Report; provide SFAR and updates to 
financial information. Investor correspcndence. Execute real estate 
docs. 3.7 Hebrank, T. $ 247.50 $ 915.75 0.2 1.6 1.9 
Conferred with title company re sale of property to Dyson. (0.4) 
Continued efforts towards the sale of the LV Kade property, including 

2/612017 
details discussions with T . Hebrank and Atty Fates, and discussion with 
broker re ccmpeting offers. (1.4) Conferred and corresponded with 
various investor re IRA Resources billing and changes to valuation of 
investments. (2.61 4.4 Rodriguez, G. $ 160.00 $ 792.00 4.4 

217/2017 Investor calls. Uodates on orooertv sale statuses. 0.4 Hebrank, T . $ 247.50 $ 99.00 0.2 0.2 
Reviewed and approved GP expenses for payment, including detailed 
discussion with Atty Fates re pctential dissolution of LLC entities owned 
by various GPs in an effort to reduce administrative costs. (0. 7) 
Conferred with prospective buyer re sale of the LV Kade property. (0.5) 
Conlerred with Atty Fates (various) re Sefzik settlement on Santa Fe 
Property. (1 .3) Continued efforts towards the sale of the Tacata 
propert ies, including discussion with broker re changes to expiring 

21712017 
listing agreements and status update on potential offer, review of the 
Freetrade, Suntec & Via 188 offer and preparation for same offer to 
seek Court approval. (1) Continued efforts towards the sale of the 
Washoe 1 property, including review of fully executed Reno Partners 
offer and prepared amendment to same for execution by buyer and 
discussed same with broker. (0.6) Reviewed Honey Springs pending 
sale and provided status update with Atty Fates and T. Hebrank re over-
bidding activity. (0.4) Conferred with investors re IRA valuations and 
related fees. 12.Sl 7.0 Rodriauez, G. $ 160.00 $ 1,260.00 7.0 
Discuss LV updated sales offer. Review and execute Las Vegas PSA. 

2/8/2017 
Review and sign listing agreements. Sign A/P check run. Investor calls. 
Review documents and update website. Review correspondence and 
discuss Attv Dvson orooertv request. 2.8 Hebrank T. $ 247.50 $ 693.00 1.2 1.6 

2/8/2017 
Recorded and processed vendor invoices and payments. Conferred with 
I partner re ccntact information; updated same. 1.3 Herren A $ 180.00 $ 234.00 1.3 
Conferred and ccrrespcnded with var ious investors re K-1s, IRA 
valuations, and address changes. (1 .9) Research into Louis Schooler 
email re pctential fraudulent transfers. (1.6) Continued efforts towards 
the sale of the Freetrade property including review of fully signed 
agreement and discussions with broker re contingency release and 

2/8/2017 preparation of correspondence to Atty Fates re motion to approve same. 
(0.8) Continued efforts towards the sale of the LV Kade property, 
including a review of various potential buyer questions, and internal 
discussion with T . Hebrank and Atty Fates re same, updates from due 
diligence vendors re status of reports and timing for completion and 
correspcndence with the broker re executed LOI and due diligence 
reoorts. C 1.1 l 5.4 Rodriguez, G. $ 160.00 $ 972.00 5.4 

2/9/2017 Review and discuss investor update email. Investor correspondence, 
uodates. 0.9 Hebrank, T. $ 247.50 $ 222.75 0.2 0 .7 

2/9/201 7 Conferred with Partner re contact information; updated same. 0.4 Herren, A. $ 180.00 $ 72.00 0.4 
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Conferred with broker re Spanish Springs property and potential offer 
for the same. (0.2) Updated communication lists and coordinated wi th 
IT staff re first monthly update for investors. (0.9) Continued efforts 
towards the sale of Free Trade, Via 188 and Suntec property including 
discussion with broker re disclosures, preparation of same (0.7) 
Continued efforts towards the sale of the LV Kade property, including 
review of invoice for due diligence materials, discussion with broker and 

2/9/2017 buyer re terms of LOI and potential overbidder. (0.5) Continued efforts 
towards the sale of properties to Lansing including review of preliminary 
title reports, discussions with escrow officer re same, review and 
revision of draft PSA for Silver Springs North property and discussions 
with Atty Lorenzen re same PSA. (2.1) Conferred and corresponded 
with various investors re changes to their accounts in preparation ror K· 
1 s, and questions about their IRA valuations. (1 .4) 

5.8 Rodriouez, G. $ 180.00 $ 1,044.00 5.8 

2/10/2017 
TIC with Atty Fates and SEC on Schooler collection efforts. Investor 
calls. Review Tecate information. 1.0 Hebrank, T. $ 247.50 $ 247.50 0. 1 0 .3 0.6 

2/10/2017 Recorded deoosit for W FPC orooertv sale in QuickBooks. 0.4 Herren, A. $ 180.00 $ 72.00 0.4 
Corresponded with escrow re Free trade lien in favor of Tecate 
Development Corporation. (0.2) Conferred in detail with Hines re sale 
of LV Kade property. (0.5) Conferred with various investors re status of 
case, IRA valuations and updates to contact information and 

2/10/2017 communication preferences. (1.8) Continued efforts towards the sale of 
the Reno Partners property, including conveying acceptance of offer. 
(0.3) Reviewed status of unlisted properties and made plans for the 
same including ordering court approved reports and seeking listing 
agreements on open properties. (1.6) Finalized research for potential 
recover in Schooler disooroement. 11.Sl 6.1 Rodriouez G. $ 180.00 $ 1 098.00 6 .1 

2/1312017 Investor calls. Updates on property sale statuses and Reno transfer. 0.6 Hebrank, T. $ 247.50 $ 148.50 0.2 0.4 

2/1312017 
Conferred with various investors re status of K-1 s, changes to IRA 
valuations an other customer service reouests. 11.31 1.3 Rodriouez, G. $ 180.00 $ 234.00 1.3 

211412017 
Review and execute conflict waiver letter. Updates from G Rodriguez 
and orovide ouidance on ooen issues. 0.8 Hebrank, T. $ 247.50 $ 198.00 0.2 0.6 
Recorded and processed vendor invoices and payments. Completed 

2/1 4/2017 and faxed Allied/Nationwide Insurance property policy cancellation 
refund documentation. 1.1 Herren A. $ 160.00 $ 198.00 1.1 
Continued efforts towards the sale of propert ies to Lansing, including 
discussion with Atty Lorenzen re redline changes to PSA and review of 
PSA revisions. (0.4) Conferred with CPA re preparation of K-1s and 
write offs of notes as Ordered by the Court. (0.5) Continued efforts 
towards the sale of CBRE Las Vegas propert ies, including discussions 
with broker re reports and provided same to broker. (0.5) Continued 
efforts towards the sale of the LV Kade property, including review of 
AL TA survey and corresponded with broker re same. (0.2) Continued 

211412017 efforts towards the sale of the Reno Vista and Reno View properties, 
including review of documents related to the release of lien ror Tierra 
Del Mar and coordination of same removal with escrow officer. (0.2) 
Continued efforts towards the sale of the Reno Partners property, 
including review of preliminary title report and conveyance of the fu lly 
executed PSA and Addendum. (0.5) Conferred and corresponded with 
various investor re mailing address changes to accounts and other 
customer service requests. (2.9) 

5.2 Rodriauez, G. $ 180.00 $ 936.00 5.2 
Investor correspondence. Review tax accountant communication re: K-

2/1512017 1 verbiage. Review and discuss Ninth Circuit order; discuss with Atty 
Fates. Uodate on sales activitv. 1.2 Hebrank, T. $ 247.50 $ 297.00 0.4 0.4 0. 4 
Began review of preliminary title reports for Lansing sales. (0.5) 
Reviewed Phase I reports for three Las Vegas properties (1) 
Corresponded with broker for Reno Partners re contingency release in 
preparation for Sale Order motion. (0.2) Corresponded with broker re 

2/1512017 status of the Frcetrade sale and coordinated for delivery of contingency 
release form. (0.2) Corresponded (various) with CPA firm re K-1s and 
changes to note balances. (0.3) Reviewed Aguirre supplemental brier 
and Ninth Circuit's Order and conferred with T. Hebrank and Atty Fates 
re same. (0.6) Conferred and corresponded with various investors re 
status of case and values of IRAs. 12.51 5.3 Rodriauez, G. $ 180.00 $ 954.00 4.7 0 .6 

2/1612017 Investor and misc corresoondence. Uodate with Attv Fates. 0.5 Hebrank, T. $ 247.50 $ 123.75 0.5 

2/16/2017 
Researched capital contribution reimbursements for Checkered Flag 
Partners· corresnnnded with L. Benjamin and G. Rodriauez re same. 0.6 Herren, A. $ 160.00 $ 108.00 0.6 
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Continued efforts towards the sale of the LV Kade property, including 
discussion with broker re terms of LOI and correspondence with Atty 
Lorenzen re changes to LOI to apply to PSA. (0.3) Corresponded with 
CBRE re potential offer for LV Kade property. (0.1) Continued 
research into documents in WFP files for Lansing sale. (0.8) Reviewed 
listing agreement for Stead I property. (0.3) Reviewed and filed UT 
legal notice for Honey Springs property. (0.2) Continued efforts towards 
the sale of Lansing properties, including fina l review of PSA and 

211612017 correspondence with Ally Lorenzen and Lansing re same. (0.4) 
Reviewed prel iminary title report for Freetrade sale and conferred and 
corresponded with Atty Fates re removal of the Tecate Development 
Lien. (0.4) Corresponded and conferred with L. Benjamin and A. Herren 
re questions on specific K- 1s. (1 ) Conferred and corresponded with the 
City of North Las Vegas re expected easement package for LV Kade 
and notified broker of same offer to discuss w ith buyer. (0.4) Conferred 
with investors re questions on IRA values and K-1s. (2.4) 

6.3 Rodrinuez G. $ 180.00 $ 1134.00 6.3 

211712017 
Investor correspondence. Review and discuss Honey Springs status 
and filinos. 0.6 Hebrank, T . $ 247.50 s 148.50 0.2 0.4 
Reviewed motion for Honey Springs property and provided revisions to 
the same. (0.5) Conferred and corresponded with investors re case 
status, K-1s and IRA Resources valuations. (1 .5) Corresponded with 

211712017 escrow re reconveyance for T ierra Del Mar liens. (0.2) Continued 
efforts towards the sale of Lansing properties, including correspondence 
and discussions with Lansing re specific negotiations to PSA and 
lootential offer on Stead oronertv. 111 3.2 Rodriauez G. $ 180.00 $ 576.00 3.2 

212012017 Investor calls and corresoondence. 0.5 Hebrank, T . $ 247.50 $ 123.75 0.5 
Review and discuss with Atty Fates Ninth District reply to Atty Aguirre 

212112017 appeal. Investor correspondence. Review filings and update website. 
Property discussions. 1.7 Hebrank, T. $ 247.50 $ 420.75 0.7 0.3 0.7 
Reviewed notices for proposed special improvement district 
assessments for Production, Park Vegas and Silver State properties and 
corresponded with CBRE re same. (0.9) Continued efforts towards the 
resolution of the Reno View and Reno Vista liens including discussions 
with escrow re status of all liens and correspondence with Atty Fates re 
same. (0.2) Continued efforts towards the sale of the Lansing 
properties, including d iscussions with Atty Lorenzen re changes to PSA. 

212112017 
(0.2) Continued efforts towards the resolution of the K-1 s, including 
research and discussions with L. Benjamin. (0.6) Reviewed due 
diligence reports for the Las Vegas properties provided by Slater 
Hanifan and Great West Surveying. (0.8) Reviewed Receiver's reply to 
Aguirre supplemental brief and conferred with T. Hebrank re same. 
(0.6) Conferred and corresponded with various investors re IRA 
valuations, case status updates and contact information updates. (3.3) 

6 .6 Rodriauez G. $ 180.00 $ 1,188.00 6.0 0 .6 

212212017 
Review and execute real estate agreements. Review and discuss 
Tecate follow uo letter. Discuss oronertv oo<>n issues. 0.9 Hebrank, T . $ 247.50 $ 222 75 0.9 

212212017 
Corresponded with partner re status of K-1 statements. Recorded and 
orocessed vendor invoices and pavments. 1.6 Herren, A. $ 180.00 $ 288.00 1.6 
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Conferred at length with CBRE and T. Hebrank re details of the Special 
Improvement District proposals for Las Vegas properties. (0.5) 
Corresponded with broker for Dayton II, Il l & IV re listing agreements. 
(0.2) Reviewed easement offer from City of North Las Vegas and 
provided same for discussion to Atty Fates and T. Hebrank and 
corresponded with broker re same. { 1) Reviewed draft correspondence 
to Freetrade, Via 166 and Suntec lien holder and provided comments to 
Atty Fates and provided timeline for receiving contingency release. 
(0.2) Corresponded with broker re due diligence files for LV Kade 
property. (0.2) Continued efforts towards the sale of properties to 

212212017 Lansing, including correspondence with Lansing re title reports and 
review of updated draft PSA (0.2) Reviewed and approved invoices for 
payment of Las Vegas due diligence reports. {0.2) Reviewed listing 
extensions for Tecate properties and cocrdinated delivery of same. 
(0.2) Reviewed escrow extension and price adjustment for Bratton 
Valley properties. (0.2) Corresponded with escrow and Atty Fates re 
documents needed to clear liens on Reno View and Reno Vista 
properties. (0.5) Corresponded with broker re potential backup offer for 
Reno V iew and Reno Vista properties. (0.1) Conferred and 
corresponded with various investors re changes to IRA accounts, 
contact information updates and case status updates. (0.5) 

4.0 Rodriouez G. $ 160.00 $ 720.00 4.0 
2/23/2017 Review filinos and update website. Investor communications. 1.0 Hebrank, T . $ 247.50 $ 247.50 1.0 

2123/2017 Discuss open property issues. Execute property documents. Investor 
corresoondence. 0.6 Hebrank, T. $ 247.50 $ 198.00 0.2 0 .6 
Conferred with Atty Lorenzen re PSA for LV Kade and provided copies 
of City of North Las Vegas easement documents. (0.6) Corresponded at 
length with CBRE re due d iligence reports for all properties and 
provided copies of all reports. (0.8) Conferred wi th investors re status of 
case and questions on IRA Valuations and contact information updates. 
(1.6) Reviewed detail of old preliminary investigation reports for Lansing 
contracted properties, in anticipation of providing same to them. (0. 7) 
Conferred and corresponded with various engineering firms re due 
diligence materials approved by the Court and reviewed old due 
diligence materials in preparation for s imilar reports. (2.1) Reviewed K-

2123/2017 1 statements for various GPs. (0.3) Continued efforts towards the sale 
of Reno Partners property, including discussion with Atty Fates re 
motion for sale of property and provided copies of PSA, amendments to 
PSA and preliminary title report to assist in preparing same motions. 
(0.2) Continued efforts towards the sale of the Freetrade property 
including discussions with Atty Fate re potential quiet title action to 
resolve open liens. (0.1) Continued efforts towards the sale of various 
properties to Lansing, including providing fina l draft versions of the 
various PSAs. (0.1) Continued efforts towards the sale of the LV Kade 
property, including discussions with broker re easement agreement. 
(0.1) 

6.6 Rodriouez, G. $ 160.00 $ 1168.00 6.6 
Review and discuss Atty Fates follow ups on title issues. Review and 

2/24/2017 execute tax forms. Misc correspondence. Review investor sale 
notification correspondence. Review Reno draft sale motion. 2.2 Hebrank T. $ 247.50 $ 544.50 1.0 1.2 
Scanned and archived Deeds of Release for Yuma 3 properties 2422 

2/24/2017 and 2430 Yuma 3; corresponded with G. Rodriguez re same. Recorded 
and processed loan payment for Santa Fe Venture - Tower 98. 

1.4 Herren, A $ 160.00 $ 252.00 1.4 
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Conferred and corresponded with various investors re questions on 
revised Fernley offer. (0.2) Conferred with Atty Lorenzen re potential 
resolution of Fernley assignment of agreement or option contract. (0.2) 
Prepared notice and updated contact list for all investors on the Fernley 
property (2.2) Continued efforts towards the sale of the Reno Partners 
land, including various discussions with Atty Fates re details of the sale 
process and rev iewed draft motion for court approval of the sale. (0.8) 
Continued efforts towards the sale of the LV Kade property, including 

2/24/2017 updates from the broker re questions on the utility easement and review 
of correspondence from broker to City of North Las Vegas re same, and 
discussions with Atty Lorenzen re terms of the PSA. (0.5) Conferred 
and corresponded with investors re changes to IRA valuations and 
contact information updates. (0.8) Updated efforts towards the payoff of 
Sefzik loan, including discussion with Atty Fates and T. Hebrank re 
same and update of loan payoff analysis. (0.4) Prepared memo 
outlining Lansing offer for Fernley property and corresponded with T . 
Hebrank and Atty Fates re same. (0.8) 

5.9 Rodrinuez, G. $ 180.00 $ 1,062.00 5.9 

2/2712017 
Review and discuss investor correspondence. Review and execute tax 
forms. Execute declaration other documents. 1.3 Hebrank T. s 247.50 $ 321.75 1.3 
Correspondence with broker re contingency release. (0.2) Continued 
sale of the Lansing properties, including brief review of signed 
agreements. (0.3) Continued efforts towards the sale of LV Kade, 
including review of the draft PSA and changes to Include easement, 
discussion with Atty Lorenzen re same changes and strategy, 
discussion with the broker re PSA, and correspondence with the C ity of 

2/27/2017 
North Las Vegas re easement. (1 .2) Continued efforts towards the 
completion of the K-1 s, including coordinating the review of various K-
1 s, and discussions with L. Benjamin re questions on individual investor 
accounts. (0.3) Continued efforts towards the sale of Reno Partners 
property including coordinating legal notice, discussion with Atty Fates 
re changes to Motion for Court Approval. (0.5) Corresponded with 
various investors re sale of Fernley property and updates in contact 
information. 11 .91 4.4 Rodriouez G. $ 180.00 $ 792.00 4.4 

2/28/2017 
Review and execute PSA agreements. Investor and misc 
corresoondence. 1.0 Hebrank, T. $ 247.50 $ 247.50 0.4 0.6 
Researched K-1 preparation expenses and capital contribution 
reimbursements for Reno Partners; corresponded with L. Benjamin and 

2/28/2017 
G. Rodriguez re same. Recorded and processed deposits for Allied 
insurance policy re imbursement for Production and Park Vegas 
Partners. Recorded and processed Nevada Energy payments for Reno, 
NV orooerties. 2.3 Herren A. $ 180.00 $ 414.00 2.3 
Conferred with Atty Fates re Free Trade lien. (0.6) Reviewed various 
Lansing agreement and prepared to open escrow. (0.2) Corresponded 
with Farr Engineering re development reports ordered and approved 
scope of work on the same. (0.2) Continued effort towards the sale of 
the Reno Vista & Reno View land, inc luding discussion with escrow re 
receipt of reconveyances and confirmation of the same with Atty Fates 
and T. Hebrank. (0 3) Reviewed legal notice for Reno Partners land 
and approved same for newspaper posting. (0.3) Conferred with 

2/28/2017 investors re IRA valuations and timeline for conclusion of the case. 
(1.3) Continued efforts towards the resolution of K-1 s, including 
discussion with L. Benjamin re questions on indiv idual accounts. (0.1) 
Continued efforts towards the sale of the LV Kade property, including 
discussions with the broker re sales comparisons to support a higher 
easement value and discussions with Atty Lorenzen re special access 
agreement, reviewed title report for property and forwarded same to Atty 
Lorenzen. (0.9) 

3.9 Rodriauez, G. $ 180.00 $ 702.00 3.9 

Grand Total 144.2 $ 27,819.00 8.9 0.0 2.7 128.1 0.0 4.5 

27.6 Hebrank, T. $ 247.50 $ 6,831.00 $ 2 202.75 $ - $ 668.25 $ 3, 143.25 $ $ 816.75 
99.8 Rodrinuez, G. $ 180.00 $ 17 964.00 $ $ . $ - $ 17,748.00 $ $ 216.00 
16.8 Herren, A $ 180.00 $ 3,024.00 $ $ - $ - $ 3,024.00 $ - $ 
144.2 $ 27,819.00 $ 2,202.75 $ - $ 668.25 $ 23,915.25 $ $ 1,032.75 
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SEC - Western Financial 
March 2017 

Billing Category Allocation 

Date Description of Services Hours Personnel Per Hour Total Fee A B c D E F 

3/112017 
Review and execute multiple tax documents. Investor calls. Review 
filings uodate website. 2.4 Hebrank, T . $ 247.50 $ 594.00 0.8 1.6 
Continued efforts towards the resolution of K-1 s including research 
requested by L. Benjamin re account information. (1.2) Coordinated 
with escrow to deliver PSAs for Lansing properties. (1) Continued 
efforts towards the sale of the Honey Springs land, including 
discussions with Atty Fates re hearing date and escrow officer re same. 
(0.2) Continued efforts towards the sale of Reno View and Reno Vista, 
including discussion with escrow re EBS Land Company signature. 

3/112017 (0.2) Conferred and corresponded with various investors re questions 
on the IRA valuations and to update contact information. (1.8) 
Continued efforts towards the sale of the LV Kade property, including 
review of access agreement and discussion with broker re terms of 
same. (0.5) Researched title reports for Freetrade property and 
corresponded with various title company representatives re removal of 
lien from Tecate Development. (1.3) 

6.2 Rodriauez, G. $ 180.00 $ 1116.00 6.2 
Review and execute property documents. Review and sign tax forms. 

3/212017 Discuss investor note payment write-offs. Update on stay motion 
ramifications. 1.3 Hebrank T. $ 247.50 $ 321.75 1.3 

3/2/2017 Downloaded and archived month Iv bank statements. (Q.4 l 0.4 Herren A. $ 180.00 $ 72.00 0.4 
Reviewed Ninth Circuit ruling re various stay motions and conferred with 
Atty Fates and T. Hebrank re same. (0.4) Reviewed offer on Bratton 
Valley property (0.6) Prepared counter LOI for Fernley I property. (1 .6) 
Reviewed engineering proposal re potential development of Dayton II 
and Dayton IV and coordinated execution of the same. (0.3) Finalized 

3/2/2017 
resolution of the Tecate Development lien and reviewed updated title 
report. (0.3) Continued efforts towards the resolution of the K1s, 
including additional research as requested by L. Benjamin and 
coordinating review and execution of the same. ( 1.3) Corresponded 
and conferred with investors re status of K-1 sand requests for 
additional information regarding their investments. ( 1) 

5.5 Rodriauez, G. $ 180.00 $ 990.00 5.1 0.4 

3/3/201 7 
Investor and other correspondence. Review and approve Valley Vista 
offer notification. Update on Freetrade sale. TIC with Atty Fates. 0.9 Hebrank, T $ 247.50 $ 222.75 0.4 0.5 

3/3/201 7 Recorded and orocessed vendor invoices and oavments. 0.5 Herren, A. $ 180.00 $ 90.00 0.5 
Conferred and corresponded with investors re questions on K1s, 
valuation of investments and details of new Valley Vista offer. (0. 7) 
Corresponded with CBRE re Dayton II and Dayton IV listing 
agreements. (0.2) Reviewed detailed response from the City and broker 
re easement changes to LV Kade property and corresponded with 
broker re same changes. (0.4) Reviewed further details of offer on 
Valley Vista property and corresponded with broker re details of the 
counter offer and prepared receiver's addendum document. (0. 7) 

3/3/2017 
Continued efforts towards the resolution of K-1 s, including updating 
documents and providing research as requested by L. Benjamin and 
coordinating review and approval of same. (0. 7) Continued efforts 
towards the sale of Freetrade/SuntecNia 188, including review of 
contingency release form and correspondence with Atty Fates providing 
documents needed for filing Court motion. (0.4) Reviewed offer for 
Washoe 3 land and conferred with listing broker re same. (0.3) 
Prepared notice for Valley Vista property, including seek ing revisions 
from T. Hebrank and Atty Fates and emailing same to investors. (1.4) 

4.8 Rodrinuez G. $ 180.00 $ 864.00 4.8 

3/6/201 7 
Investor and other correspondence. Review and sign tax forms. 
Provide feedback on orooertv items. 1.1 Hebrank, T. $ 247.50 $ 272.25 0.2 0.9 
Corresponded with partner re status of K-1 statements Researched 

3/6/2017 
capital contribution reimbursements for Hollywood and Par1< Vegas 
Partners; corresponded with G. Rodriguez re same. 

0.8 Herren A. $ 180,00 $ 144.00 0.8 
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Continued efforts towards the sale of Spanish Springs property, 
including discussions with broker re changes to listing and potential 
value of the same. (0.4) Reviewed and approved vendOf invoices. (0.2) 
Corresponded (various) with L. Benjamin re changes to individual 
partnership accounts based on K-1s. (1.3) Corresponded with escrow 

3/6/2017 and Lansing re open escrows to determine contract date. (0.2) Updated 
revised Fernely LOI and coordinated rev iew with T . Hebrank and Atty 
Fates and ordered title report for property. (0.4) Updated investor 
contact information and conferred and corresponded w ith investors re 
IRA valuation questions and other open matters. (2.3) 

4.8 Rodriauez, G. $ 180.00 $ 864.00 4.8 

Review and sign tax forms. Investor and other correspondence. 

317/2017 
Discuss title insurance and closing issues. Review filings and update 
website. Review and discuss monthly investor update. Review and 
discuss Fernley LOI and Valley V ista offer and execute documents. 4.2 Hebrank, T. $ 247.50 $ 1,039.50 0.9 3.3 
Recorded and processed SFV II loan and vendor payments . Reviewed 
property tax payment status; conferred with G. Rodriguez re same. 

3f7/2017 
Reconciled bank accounts in QuickBooks. Updated monthly financia l 
receipts and distributions spreadsheet. Recorded and processed 
additional capital contribution reimbursement fOf Park Vegas Partners. 

3.4 Herren, A. $ 180.00 $ 612.00 3.4 
Reviewed counter offer for Valley Vista property and coordinated 
execution of the same. (0.3) Conferred with T . Hebrank re title 
insurance for the various open partnerships and the probability of make 
changes to same. (0.3) Reviewed monthly case updates notice and 
coordinated response w ith T. Hebrank. (0.2) Continued efforts towards 
the sale of Fernley, including final revisions to LOI and correspondence 

3f7/2017 with Lansing re changes to their LOI. (0.3) Continued efforts towards 
the sale of Freetrade/SuntecNia 188, including discussions with broker 
re contingency release, and correspondence and discussion with Atty 
Fates re listing agreement. (0.6 ) Continued efforts towards the sale of 
LV Kade including discussion w ith buyer re access agreement and PSA. 
(0 .2) Conferred with investors re changes to valuations and updates to 
contact information. (2) 

3.9 Rodriauez, G. $ 180.00 $ 702.00 3.9 

3/8/2017 
Investor and other correspondence. Review and sign tax forms. 
Uodates on monthlv investor uodate. 1.6 Hebrank T. $ 247.50 $ 396.00 0.3 1.3 

3/812017 
Conferred with partners re change of contact infOfmation; corresponded 
with G. Rodriauez re same. 0.6 Herren, A. $ 180.00 $ 108.00 0.6 
Continued efforts towards the sale of LV Kade, including various 
discussions with broker re status of buyer's PSA and access agreement 
review. (0.2) Continued efforts towards the sale of the Jamul Valley 
property to TNC, including discussion with Atty Fates and TNC re Ninth 
Circuirs rulings re stay and other motions and requested escrow 
extension. (0.2) Continued efforts towards the sale of the Freetrade 
property, including discussions with broker re timing of the sale and his 
1031 Exchange and provided Atty Fates with email convorsations from 

3/8/2017 investors re discussion of the notice of offer. (0.8) Continued effort 
towards the resolution of the K-1 s, including coordination of the review 
and filing for the same, and COOfdinating with L. Benjamin re resolution 
of the same. (1.4) Continued efforts towards the sale of the Valley Vista 
property, including preparation of the counter offer and correspondence 
with broker re same. (0.2) Conferred and corresponded with various 
investors re status of the IRA valuations and the case. and updated 
contact information for various investors. (2.8) 

5.6 Rodriauez G. $ 180.00 $ 1,008.00 5.6 
Review and further discussions of investor monthly update. Review 

3/91201 7 title/closing issues. Conf call with Title Co. Review and sign tax forms. 
Review filinos uodate website. 2.4 Hebrank T. $ 247.50 $ 594.00 0.5 1.9 
Recorded and processed additional capita l contribution reimbursements 
for Freetrade, Hollywood and Nevada View Partners. Researched 

3/9/2017 capital contribution reimbursements for Freetrade, Jamul Valley and 
Hidden Hills partners; corresponded with G. Rodriguez re same. 

2.6 Herren, A. $ 180.00 $ 468.00 2.6 
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Participated in a conference call with Fidelity Title re closing the Jamul 
Valley Sale. (0.4) Conferred with Atty Fates in preparation for lawsuit 
against Tower 98/Roger Sefzik to quiet title for Santa Fe Property. (0.4) 
Continued efforts towards the sale of Freetrade property including 

3/9/2017 
discussions with Atty Fates re timing of auction. (1 .4) Continued work 
towards resolution of the k-1 s, including coordination of review and 
execution of the same and providing additional research and information 
as requested by L. Benjamin. (0.2) Updated investor contact 
information and conferred and corresponded with same re changes to 
accounts. 12.Sl 5.0 Rodrinuez, G. $ 180.00 $ 900.00 5.0 
Sign NP check run. Review and sign tax forms. Review and execute 

3/10/2017 legal and property documents. Review and approve investor monthly 
uodate. Investor communications. 2.7 Hebrank T. $ 247.50 $ 668.25 0.6 2 .1 
Recorded and processed additional capital contribution reimbursements 
for Hollywood and Nevada View Partners; corresponded wi th G. 
Rodriguez re same. Researched capital contribution payment and 
reimbursement for Nevada View and W ild Horse Partners; 

3/10/2017 corresponded w ith G. Rodriguez and L. Benjamin re same. Prepared 
detail spreadsheet for Washoe County Special Assessment taxes paid 
in 2016; corresponded with G. Rodriguez re same. Corresponded with 
G. Rodriguez re partner communication. 

3.6 Herren, A. $ 180.00 $ 648.00 3.6 
Reviewed offer for Valley Vista and prepared brief analysis for T. 
Hebrank and Atty Fates review. (0.4) Continued efforts towards the 
resolution of the K-1 s, including review of various investor accounts and 
resolution of various questions posed by L. Benjamin. (1 .6) Continued 
efforts towards the sale of Freetrade property including preparing legal 

3110/2017 notice and filing same with Union Tribune, and discussions with Atty 
Fates and broker re timing. (2) Prepared case update notice and 
corresponded (various) with T. Hebrank and webmaster re same. (0.4) 
Corresponded and conferred with various investors re changes to 
accounts and contact information in anticipation of K-1 s. (1 .8) 

6.2 Rodriauez, G. $ 180.00 $ 1116.00 6.2 
Misc and investor communications. Review and sign tax returns and K-

3/13/2017 1 's. Mail returns. Reviews and updates to February investor update 
mailina. Review and sian Dvson release. 3.3 Hebrank T. $ 247.50 $ 816.75 0.5 2.8 

3/13/2017 
Recorded and processed vendor checks. Conferred with partner re 
status of K-1 statements. 0.8 Herren, A. $ 180.00 $ 144.00 0.8 
Conferred with Atty Fates re potential title insurance for Jamul property. 
(0.2) Conferred with Atty Fates re death certificates for Schooler family 
trust. (0.2) Continued efforts towards the filing of tax returns, including 

3/13/2017 various discussions with L. Benjamin and coordination of the execution 
of same documents. (1 .3) Continued efforts towards the sale of the 
Freetrade property, including discussions with broker re timing of the 
court hearinn. 10.2\ 1.9 Rodriauez. G. $ 180.00 $ 342.00 1.9 

3/14/2017 Investor corresaondence. Review filinas, uodate website. 0.8 Hebrank T. $ 247.50 $ 198.00 0.8 

3/14/2017 
Recorded and processed deposits for Allied/Nationwide insurance 
oolicv refunds for Silver State and Vista Tecate Partners. 0.4 Herren, A. $ 180.00 $ 72.00 0.4 
Conferred and corresponded with investors re changes to contact 
information and questions on k-1 s. (2.5) Corresponded with broker re 
acceptance of the Valley Vista offer. (0.2) Briefly reviewed PSA 
comments from Hines and conferred with broker re same. (0.4) 

3/14/2017 Reviewed details of monthly case update and provided final revisions 
before mailing. (0.2) Continued efforts towards the resolution of the K-
1 s, including review and approval of various GP tax returns, updated 
investor contact information and responded to various questions from L 
Beniamin re same. 13\ 6.3 Rodriauez, G. $ 180.00 $ 1,134.00 6.3 

3/15/2017 Review and forward investor. misc corresoondence. 0.2 Hebrank T. $ 247.50 $ 49.50 0.2 

311 5/2017 
Corresponded with G. Rodriguez and partnership investor re status of K-
1 statement. 0.4 Herren, A. $ 180.00 $ 72.00 0.4 
Continued efforts towards resolution of the K-1s, including various 
contact informalion updates, and indiv idual changes to investor K-1s to 
account for changes and various responses to L. Benjamin re remaining 

3/15/2017 returns. (4.2) Continued efforts towards the sale of Washoe 3, including 
discussions with broker re changing price and response to current LOI. 
(0.4) Continued efforts towards the sale of LV Kade property including 
various discussions with broker re changes to PSA and discussion with 
Attv Lorenzen re same. 11.7) 6.3 Rodriauez G. $ 180.00 $ 1,134.00 6.3 
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3/1612017 
Review and forward investor, misc correspondence. Correspondence 
with Atty Fates. Review and execute declaration and filing. 

0.5 Hebrank, T. $ 247.50 $ 123.75 0.5 

3/16/2017 
Downloaded and archived Evergreen Note statement for SFV II LLC; 
forwarded same to G. Rodriouez. 0.4 Herren, A. $ 180.00 $ 72.00 0.4 
Finalized efforts towards the resolution of K-1 s, including updating 

3116/2017 investor contact Information, and providing copies of the same to 
various investors. 14\ 4.0 Rodriouez G. $ 180.00 $ 720.00 4.0 

3117/2017 Review and forward investor misc corresoondence. 0.2 Hebrank T. $ 247.50 $ 49.50 0.2 

3117/2017 
Re-distributed numerous partnership K-1 statements returned without 
loostaae. 2.3 Herren, A $ 180.00 $ 414.00 2.3 
Reviewed quiet title action for Santa Fe Property and provided revisions 
for same. (1 .1) Conferred and corresponded with various investors re 
questions on valuations, IRA forms, contact information and other 

3/1712017 operational matters. (2.1) Continued efforts towards the sale of LV 
Kade property, including preparation for and part ic ipation in conference 
call with proposed buyer, discussions with broker re status of the call 
and discussion is with potential backup buyer re current overbid terms. 
112l 5.2 Rodriouez G. $ 180.00 $ 936.00 5.2 

3/20/2017 
Review and forward investor, misc correspondence. Review Honey 
Sorinas order. Uodate on Freetrade buver. 0.4 Hebrank T. $ 247.50 $ 99.00 0.2 0.2 
Continued efforts toward the sale of Honey Springs property, including 
discussion with Atty Fates re approval and notification of escrow and 
broker re same (0.3) Continued efforts towards the sale of Freetrade 
property including discussion with broker and Atty Fates and T. Hebrank 

3/20/2017 
re potential buyer cancellation. (0.6) Continued discussions with 
investors re contacl information updates, valuation updates and 
providing K-1s. (3.4) Continued efforts towards the sale of LV Kade, 
including discussions with Attys Fates & Lorenzen re discussions with 
Hines Allys re changes to PSA. (0. 7) 

5.0 Rodriouez G. $ 180.00 $ 900.00 5.0 
3/2112017 Review and forward investor, misc corresoondence. 0.2 Hebrank, T . $ 247.50 $ 49.50 0.2 

Conferred and corresponded with Atty Fates and T. Hebrank re Aguirre 
appeal dismissal. (0.2) Reviewed escrow document for sale of Valley 
Vista property. (0.2) Reviewed Reps and Warrants language from LV 
Kade PSA and corresponded with Attys Lorenzen and Fates re same. 

3121/2017 (1) Continued efforts towards the sale of Washoe Ill including 
discussions with broker re price change and executed same. (0.2) 
Conferred and corresponded with various investors re K-1 status, 
address updates and status of the case. (3.1) 

4.7 Rodriauez G. $ 180.00 $ 846.00 4.5 0.2 

3122/201 7 
Review and forward investor, misc correspondence. Review and 
discussion of Attv Aauirre withdrawal offer. 0.5 Hebrank, T. $ 247.50 $ 123.75 0.2 0.3 
Continued efforts towards the sale of the Bratton View property, 
including discussions with the broker re offer received, brief memo re 
offer to T. Hebrank and Atty Fates and updating template notice in 
anticipation of providing notice to investors. (1 .2) Corresponded with 
broker re potential offer for Bratton Valley property. (0.1) Continued 
efforts towards the sale of the LV Kade property, including discussions 

312212017 Atty Lorenzen re notes to PSA, and preparation of memo to the City of 
North Las Vegas re updated valuation for the property in preparation for 
negotiation of the easement. (0.6) Corresponded with Fidelity Title 
Company re title insurance for Jamul Valley sale considering the 
pending dismissal of the appeal. (0.2) Conferred and corresponded 
w ith investors re requests for K-1 s, contact information updates and 
questions about the case. (2.8) 

4.9 Rodriauez, G. $ 180.00 $ 882.00 4.9 

312312017 
Review and forward investor, misc correspondence. Property status 
corresoondence and uodates. 0.4 Hebrank, T. $ 247.50 $ 99.00 0.2 0.2 

312312017 
Corresponded with partner re copies of K-1 statements; forwarded 
same. 0.5 Herren A. $ 180.00 $ 90.00 0.5 
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Corresponded with Lansing re properties under contract and status of 
Fernley LOI. (0.2) Corresponded with broker re status of Freetrade 
esctow closure. (0.1) Continued efforts towards the sale of the Jamul 
Valley Property, Including discussions with title company re title 

3/23/2017 insurance policy. (0.1) Reviewed correspondence re Minden water 
rights and corresponded and conferred with Ally Fates re same. (0.5) 
Reviewed and executed listing extension for Washoe 3 property. (0.2) 
Continued work to update contact information, provide case updates, 
provide pdf copies of K-1 sand assist Investors with IRA valuations 
1(3.6) 4.7 Rodriauez G. $ 180.00 $ 846.00 4.7 

3/24/2017 
Review and forward investor. misc correspondence. Discussion of Atty 
Aaulrre withdrawal of motions and ann.>als. 0.4 Hebrank T. $ 247.50 $ 99.00 0.2 0.2 
Conferred and corresponded with investors re status of the case and 
provided copies of requested K-1 s. (4) Continued efforts towards the 
sale of LV Kade, including extended discussions with broker and Ally 
Lorenzen re same. (1.5) Prepared Fair Market Value letter for investor 

3/24/2017 re Merri ll Lynch account. (0.5) Reviewed Woods Rodgers due diligence 
reports for Stead and conferred with same re providing updated report. 
(0.4) Updated due diligence materials requested by Lansing related to 
the four properties under contract (Dayton I, North Springs, Washoe IV 
and Washoe V) and corresponded with same re potential offer on 
Fernlev. f1.4l 7.8 Rodriauez, G. $ 180.00 $ 1,404.00 7.8 

3/27/2017 Review and forward investor misc corresoondence. 0.2 Hebrank, T . $ 247.50 $ 49.50 0.2 
Corresponded with partner re copies of K-1 statements; forwarded 
same. Forwarded numerous partner change of address request to G. 

3/27/2017 Rodriguez; corresponded with partners re same. Forwarded numerous 
partner communication to G. Rodriguez for reply re accounts. 

1.3 Herren, A. $ 180.00 $ 234.00 1.3 
Continued efforts towards the sale of the Fernley property including 
discussion with title re title report. (0.1) Continued efforts towards the 
sale of LV Kade property, including discussions with Atty Lorenzen re 
terms of PSA agreement. (0.4) Continued efforts towards the sale of 
Freetrade including discussion with broker and Atty Fates re 
cancellation of current escrow and correspondence w ith broker in 

3/27/2017 preparation for motion to keep deposit. (0.6) Conferred with various 
investor re property valuations, K-1s, distributions and other operational 
questions. (0. 7) Prepared memo to TNC re Aguirre dismissal and 
request to proceed with closing and provided information for closing 
same. (0.3) Began work to deliver K-1s to investors who's mailed copy 
was returned, including processing a ll returned K-1s. (3.5) 

5.6 Rodriauez, G. $ 180.00 $ 1 008.00 5.6 
3/2812017 Review and forward investor misc corresoondence. 0.2 Hebrank, T. $ 247.50 $ 49.50 0.2 

3/28/2017 
Corresponded with partner re status of K-1 statements; forwarded same. 

0.4 Herren, A $ 180.00 $ 72.00 0.4 
Conferred with CBRE re potential offer from Prologis. (0.4) Conferred 
with Atty Fates and listing broker re Reno Partners lack of overbidders. 
(0.2) Continued processing returned mail K-1s. (4.6) Continued efforts 

3/2812017 
towards the resolution of Reno View and Reno Vista liens. including 
review of Atty Daumonte correspondence from Trustee, J. Schooler and 
discussion with Atty Fates re same. (0.5) Conferred with various 
investors and advisors re IRA valuations, changes to accounts and 
other ooerational matters f0.5l 6.2 Rodriauez, G. $ 180.00 $ 1,116.00 6.2 

3/29/2017 
Review and forward investor, misc correspondence. Update on LV 
orooertv sale offer status and terms. 0.4 Hebrank T. $ 247.50 $ 99.00 0.2 0.2 
Scanned and archived partnership K-1 statements returned 

3/29/2017 
undeliverable. Recorded Washoe County Special Assessment Tax 
payments in QuickBooks. Recorded partnership LLC annual filing and 
vendor invoices. 4.5 Herren, A. $ 180.00 $ 810.00 4.5 
Continued processing of returned K-1 s. (2.8) Continued efforts towards 
the sale of the Reno View and Reno Vista properties including 
discussions with Atty Demonte re quiet title ordered by probate court 
and discussions with broker and escrow officer re same with a request 
to close as soon as those documents are received. (0.4) Continued 

3129/2017 
efforts towards the sale of LV Kade property including coordinating 
conference call with Hines, discussions with CBRE re Prologis offer and 
conferred with broker, Attys Fates and Lorenzen and T. Hebrank re 
same. (0.8) Conlinued efforts towards the sale of the Honey Springs 
property, including discussions with Atty Fates re certified copy of Court 
Order and discussions with broker re same. (0.1) 

4.1 Rodriauez, G. s 180.00 $ 738.00 4.1 
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Sign AJP check run. Investor communications. Case updates with Atty 

313012017 
Fates and G Rodriguez. Multiple discussions and two lengthy conf calls 
w ith perspective buyer on LV property PSA terms and issues. Locate 
and review prior receivership sales referenced by perspective buyer. 

6.0 Hebrank, T. $ 247.50 $ 1.485.00 0.7 5.3 
Scanned and archived partnership K-1 statements returned 
undeliverable. Revised Washoe County Special Assessment Tax 

313012017 
payments in QuickBooks. Recorded and processed Franchise Tax 
Board payments for partnership LLCs. Recorded and processed vendor 
Invoices and payments. Corresponded with partner re status of K-1 
statements: forwarded same. 6.1 Herren A. $ 180.00 $ 1,098.00 6.1 

3130/2017 
Continued processing K-1 s. (3.1 ) Prepared for and participated in 
various conference calls with Hines re sale of LV Kade. C4l 7.1 Rodriauez, G. $ 180.00 $ 1,278.00 7.1 

Review and sign tax check run. TIC and discussions with Atty Fates 

313112017 
and G Rodriguez on PSA terms for LV property PSA. Review filings and 
update website. Review LinMar Ill Receive~s Report. Review and 
execute Jamul sales documents. Investor correspondence. 

4.4 Hebrank, T . $ 247.50 $ 1 089.00 0.7 3.7 
Recorded and processed Nevada Energy payments for Reno, NV 

313112017 
properties. Corresponded with partner re status of K-1 statements; 
forwarded same. Notarized deed documents for Bratton V iew Partners. 

1.4 Herren, A. $ 180.00 $ 252.00 1.4 
Continued efforts towards the sale of LV Kade, including discussions 
with T. Hebrank re PSA strategy and discussions with broker re Prologis 
offer. (0.2) Continued efforts towards the sale of Valley V ista, including 

3131/2017 
discussion with T . Hebrank re escrow documents and delivery of same 
document to escrow officer. (0.2) Reviewed Linmar Ill Receiver's 
Report and conferred with T . Hebrank re same. (0.3) Corresponded 
with various investors re email copies of K-1 s. (2.8) Continued 
processina K-1s 10.91 4.4 RodriQuez, G. $ 180.00 s 792.00 4.4 

Grand Total 185.3 $ 35,696.25 8.9 0.0 0.0 175.3 0.0 1.1 

34.7 Hebrank, T . $ 247.50 $ 8,588.25 $ 2,202.75 $ - $ $ 6 261.75 $ $ 123.75 
120.2 Rodriauez, G. $ 180.00 $ 21,636.00 $ $ - $ $ 21 ,528.00 $ $ 108.00 
30.4 Herren, A. $ 180.00 $ 5,472.00 $ $ $ - $ 5,472.00 $ - $ -
185.3 $ 35,696.25 $ 2.202.75 $ $ $ 33,261 75 s - $ 231 .75 
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SEC - Western Financial 
Fee Application #19 Summary - Fees 

Billing Category Allocation 

Date Hours Personnel Per Hour Total Fee A B c D E F 

Jan 17 Fees 21.4 Hebrank, T. $ 247.50 $ 5,296.50 $ 1,435.50 $ - $ 841.50 $ 2,499.75 $ - $ 519.75 
109.1 Rodriguez, G. $ 180.00 $ 19,638.00 $ - $ - $ 360.00 $ 19,278.00 $ - $ -
20.1 Herren, A. $ 180.00 $ 3,618.00 $ - $ - $ - $ 3,618.00 $ - $ -

150.6 $ 28,552.50 $ 1,435.50 $ - $ 1,201.50 $ 25,395.75 $ - $ 519.75 

Feb 17 Fees 27.6 Hebrank, T. $ 247.50 $ 6,831.00 $ 2,202.75 $ - $ 668.25 $ 3,143.25 $ - $ 816. 75 
99.8 Rodriguez, G. $ 180.00 $ 17,964.00 $ - $ - $ - $ 17,748.00 $ - $ 216.00 
16.8 Herren, A. $ 180.00 $ 3,024.00 $ - $ - $ - $ 3,024.00 $ - $ -
144.2 $ 27,819.00 $ 2,202.75 $ - $ 668.25 $ 23,915.25 $ - $ 1,032.75 

Mar 17 Fees 34.7 Hebrank, T. $ 247.50 $ 8,588.25 $ 2,202.75 $ - $ - $ 6,261.75 $ - $ 123.75 
120.2 Rodriguez, G. $ 180.00 $ 21,636.00 $ - $ - $ - $ 21,528.00 $ - $ 108.00 
30.4 Herren, A. $ 180.00 $ 5,472.00 $ - $ - $ - $ 5,472.00 $ - $ -

185.3 $ 35,696.25 $ 2,202.75 $ - $ - $ 33,261.75 $ - $ 231. 75 

Grand Total 83.7 Hebrank, T. $ 247.50 $ 20,715.75 $ 5,841.00 $ - $ 1,509.75 $ 11,904.75 $ - $ 1,460.25 

329.1 Rodriguez, G. $ 180.00 $ 59,238.00 $ - $ - $ 360.00 $ 58,554.00 $ - $ 324.00 
67.3 Herren, A. $ 180.00 $ 12,114.00 $ - $ - $ - $ 12,114.00 $ - $ -

480.1 Tota l $ 92,067.75 $ 5,841.00 $ - $ 1,869.75 $ 82,572.75 $ - $ 1,784.25 
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SEC - Western Financial 
Fee Application #19 Summary - Hours 

Date 
Description 
of Services 

Jan 17 Hours 

Feb 17 Hours 

Mar 17 Hours 

Grand Total 

Hours 

21.4 

109.1 
20.1 

150.6 

27.6 
99.8 
16.8 

144.2 

34.7 
120.2 
30.4 

185.3 

83.7 
329.1 
67.3 

480.1 

Personnel 

Hebrank, T. 
Rodriguez, G. 

Herren, A. 

Hebrank, T. 

Rod riguez, G. 
Herren, A. 

Hebrank, T. 

Rodriguez, G. 
Herren, A. 

Hebrank, T. 
Rodriguez, G. 
Herre n, A. 

Per Hour Total Fee A B 

5.8 
0.0 

0.0 

5.8 

8.9 
0.0 
0.0 
8 .9 

8.9 
0.0 
0.0 
8.9 

23.6 

0.0 
0.0 

23.6 

Billing Category Allocation 

c D E F 

0.0 3.4 10.1 0.0 2.1 
0.0 2.0 107.1 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 20.1 0.0 0.0 
0.0 5.4 137.3 0.0 2.1 

0.0 2.7 12.7 0.0 3.3 
0.0 0.0 98.6 0.0 1.2 
0.0 0.0 16.8 0.0 0.0 
0.0 2.7 128.1 0.0 4.5 

0.0 0.0 25.3 0.0 0.5 
0.0 0.0 119.6 0.0 0.6 
0.0 0.0 30.4 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 175.3 0.0 1.1 

0.0 6.1 48.1 0.0 5.9 
0.0 2.0 325.3 0.0 1.8 
0.0 0.0 67.3 0.0 0.0 
0.0 8.1 440.7 0.0 7.7 
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SEC - Western Financial 
Fee Application #19 - Costs 

Date Description 

1/31/2017 Postage 

1/31/2017 Website Updates 

1/31/2017 Copies 968@ .05 

Total 

2/28/2017 Postage 

2/28/2017 Website Updates 

2/28/2017 Copies 1,059 @ .05 

Total 

3/31/2017 Postage 

3/31/2017 MailChimp Design & Set Up 

3/31/2017 Website Updates 

3/31/2017 Copies 1,247@ .05 

Total 

Grand Total 

Expense Personnel 

$ 8.28 E3 
$ 510.00 E3 
$ 48.40 E3 

$ 566.68 

$ 15.64 E3 
$ 595.00 E3 
$ 52.95 E3 

$ 663.59 

$ 139.76 E3 
$ 1,725.00 E3 
$ 310.00 E3 
$ 62.35 E3 

$ 2,237.11 

$ 3,467.38 
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